The ongoing decentralization of the electrical power system encompasses the installation of residential electrical loads and generators, such as electro-thermal heating devices. Clusters of these devices in combination with thermal storage can play a significant role in future power system control as they introduce load and generation flexibility into the system. Hence, control concepts which are attractive for both power system level and end user side are required. This work proposes a novel decentralized scheduling approach for electro-thermal heating devices based on a multi-agent system architecture. As a major novelty, the approach addresses both of the aforementioned appeals on two levels without central control. First, local planning with individual objectives is performed. Second, the heating devices cooperate to find the combination of local plans serving best a given energy system objective. This approach is fully decentralized and has a strong end user involvement. The performance of the proposed approach related to end user and system level objectives is compared to that of centralized approaches. Simulation results show that the new method can successfully satisfy end user objectives and provide energy fluctuation balancing. Finally, drawbacks compared to centralized scheduling are analyzed.
Introduction
The current transition towards a more sustainable energy system entails significant changes to the structure of the power system. The integration of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), prevalently based on renewable energy sources, leads to a decentralization of the power system structure due to their generally disperse location. Furthermore, the intermittent power output of renewable generation units requires flexible loads and other power sources in order to balance power fluctuations. The future power system is expected to comprise many DERs (International Energy Agency (IEA), 2002) resulting in a management and control responsibility with increasing complexity.
For the control and management of these future power systems, several decentralized concepts based on Multi-Agent System (MAS) architectures have been proposed in the literature (Cai, Kim, Jaramillo, Braun, & Hu, 2016; Eddy, Gooi, & Chen, 2015; Harb et al., 2015; Jun, Junfeng, Jie, & Ngan, 2010; Li, Logenthiran, & Woo, 2015; Ramchurn, Vytelingum, Rogers, & Jennings, 2011; Xu, Liu, & Gong, 2011; Yang & Wang, 2013; Zhao, Suryanarayanan, & Simoes, 2013) . Decentralization has the advantages of robustness, improved data privacy, and reduction of problem complexity in comparison to centralized approaches. MAS control architectures allow a straight integration of DERs in decentralized control concepts. They have been applied for demand side management (Ramchurn et al., 2011) and load shedding (Xu et al., 2011) applications as well as for the control of energy production and storage (Jun et al., 2010) and microgrids (Eddy et al., 2015) with very promising results.
Seizing the idea of controlling home appliances through a MAS presented in Li et al. (2015) , this work introduces an agent-based control scheme for electro-thermal heaters as potentially large household loads that have a significant impact on the load behavior of buildings. We adapt the idea of coupling different energy domains in agent-based control (Zhao et al., 2013) by selecting electro-thermal heaters in combination with thermal storage as our control target. Furthermore, energy conversion systems coupling different energy supply domains such as heat pumps, combined heat and power systems (CHPs), and electric heaters seem promising for providing flexibility in power generation and consumption for balancing power fluctuations (Mathiesen & Lund, 2009) .
In contrast to previous approaches that use a distributed decision making process to solve an optimization problem on building level (Cai et al., 2016) , our approach considers also an objective on system or cluster level, i.e., a System Level Objective (SLO). However, the interests of a building's occupants are not neglected by our approach. We integrate the objectives of end users -not on component level as in Yang and Wang (2013) but on building level -related to their heating as an optimization problem into level 1 of our scheduling approach. The occupants' building-level objective is then brought together with a SLO for the final scheduling decision on level 2.
In many cases, existing MAS control approaches propose either a control that is optimized for system level interests or one for individual DERs. The problem of combining these two possibly contradicting fields of interests in a single control concept where -in contrast to Harb et al. (2015) -no central decision unit is required in the MAS is only rarely addressed in the literature. Nevertheless, both sides, the power system as well as the end user DERs, are interdependent in future energy supply systems as one side cannot achieve a satisfying control result without the other side cooperating. This is the central motivation for our approach and we intend to make it robust against complexity restrictions and centralized attacks on control units by distributing the decision making.
Hence, this work presents a novel agent-based control approach for a cluster of electro-thermal heating devices in place of DERs that considers both the local objectives of DERs and a general SLO. We expand the two-level concept presented in Molitor, Marin, Hernandez, and Monti (2013) by the feature to operate fully decentralized based on a MAS, without any central agent being required. Each agent is equally eligible of scheduling one electro-thermal heating device in the cluster. No agent equipped with superior decision making capabilities or a complete view of the cluster is required. The approach performs day-ahead scheduling and has two consecutive levels to consider the two categories of objectives. On the first level, local objectives for the end users' heating devices are taken into account, whereas the second level aims at optimizing the operation of these devices for a SLO.
We regard our day-ahead scheduling concept as the planning phase of an energy management system as presented in Stoyanova, Biglarbegian, and Monti (2014) . In fact, on top of day-ahead planning, real-time compensation is required to react to short-term deviations. This architecture is similar to TRIANA (Bakker, 2012) , where energy management for residential loads and generation is organized in three steps: prediction, planning, and real-time control. Appropriate prediction and real-time control methods are required as framework for the planning approach presented in this work. However, these are not our focus here.
We do not expect that a consideration of the two categories of objectives -local and system level -allows for a worthy fulfillment of both. Instead, we assume that a trade-off is required. Analyzing and understanding this trade-off is one of the major gaps of knowledge to be filled by this work. Investigations are made to generically analyze the impacts local and system level objectives exert on each other. The second major question being addressed by this work is how fully decentralized control influences the accomplishment of a SLO. Our investigations are done by simulating a city quarter's buildings as a MAS, applying the novel two-level scheduling approach to the electro-thermal heating devices, and comparing the results to benchmark scheduling approaches.
Two-level agent-based scheduling
The MAS architecture used for the integration of our approach into a cluster of Building Energy Systems (BESs) is shown in Fig. 1 . Every BES in the cluster using an electro-thermal heating device is represented by a software agent in the MAS (blue circles). The arrows in Fig. 1 represent communication paths between an agent and its associated BES or between different agents through a communication network. 1 The dotted lines indicate that Fig. 1 only depicts an excerpt of the BESs cluster. An agent schedules the heating device for 24 h ahead on the following two levels ( Fig. 2 ):
1 On level 1, local constraints and objectives are considered (upper red box in Fig. 2 ). Every agent solves a local optimization problem and obtains a pool of optimal or near-optimal day-ahead schedules for its heating device. The resulting schedule pool represents the flexibility offered by the agent and is required for level 2. Mathematical details on the local optimization problem used in this work are provided in Section 2.3. 2 On level 2, all agents choose from their pool a schedule that serves best a given SLO (lower red box in Fig. 2 ). They do so by applying a decentralized coordination algorithm, involving communication with other agents. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 present the mathematical details of the SLO as well as the coordination algorithm used in this work.
Building energy system
In this work, a cluster is defined as a set of BESs in a certain geographical area, e.g., a city district. The energetic model of a BES is shown in Fig. 3 . The houses shown in Fig. 1 are modeled as BESs according to Fig. 3 . The elements of a BES are a heating system, specific thermal and electrical demands, and an optional photovoltaic (PV) system. A connection to the electrical grid is always present, while a connection to the gas grid is optional.
The heating system of a BES comprises a heating device that can be either electro-thermal (heat pump, combined heat and power system (CHP), electric heater) or fossil fuel-based (e.g., gas boiler) and an optional thermal storage. The thermal energy generated by the heating device covers the thermal demand of the BES and can be stored (red color in Fig. 3 ). Stored thermal energy can be released and thereby serve the thermal demand. An agent is capable of sensing the state of a BES, e.g., electrical demand, thermal demand, PV generation, etc., and can control its heating device.
The electrical power balance of the BES is defined as the sum of the optional local PV generation, the domestic electrical demand, the optional power flow into or out of the heating device, and the power exchange with the electrical grid (blue color in Fig. 3) . Thus, the surplus local electrical power is fed to the grid and the demand not covered by the local generation is fulfilled by the grid.
The schedule of a heating device is represented as a vector in which every element represents the state at a certain time step t (Eq. (1)).
For electro-thermal heating devices, the state represents the ratio of the possible electrical power consumption/generation of the device at the operating point (Eq. (2)). For example, if the state of a heating device is 1 it operates at maximum power.
The scheduling horizon T is divided into T equally sized time steps. We choose a time step length of 15 min as a compromise between problem complexity and granularity of control. A time resolution of 15 min is also typical for energy markets. Hence, T equals 96 throughout this work.
Prerequisites
A prerequisite for our approach is the availability of individual day-ahead forecasts for the following quantities at every BES:
1 Domestic electrical demand (without heating). 2 Local PV generation. 3 Thermal demand. 4 Actual ambient temperature (for heat pumps). Items 1. and 2. as well as forecasts for external renewable energy sources generation outside the cluster, e.g., wind farms, are needed on level 2 of the scheduling approach. Item 3. is required for the determination of feasible heater schedules on level 1. The ambient temperature forecast in item 4. is only needed for heat pumps on level 1, as their power consumption is related to the ambient temperature.
Besides these forecasts, it is required that the agents which represent the cluster of BESs in a MAS are able to communicate with each other. In this work, we do not restrict the communication medium or protocol used to achieve this requirement in a real world implementation of our approach. However, it should be noted that a secure enough selection of communication means has to be made to fulfill current communication requirements for energy systems.
Level 1: Local optimization problem
In general, each BES may have a different local objective function on level 1. In this work, we make the simplifying assumption that all BESs have the same local objective function: minimization of the number of switching events of their heating device (Eq. (3)). For end users, switching event minimization is beneficial because fewer switching events improve the efficiency of the devices and reduce wear and tear.
The objective function is applicable to all BESs and provides meaningful local constraint in the operation of heating devices to allow for studying the influence of local objectives on the accomplishment of a SLO. For a proof of concept, we assess its influence on the SLO by comparing it to centralized scheduling approaches. The relation of local objectives and SLO has to be re-evaluated if other local objectives, such as self-consumption maximization, are used. This is beyond the scope of this work. minimize T t=1 swtchOn t,n + swtchOff t,n subject to (4) to (12) for one specific n ∈ [1, . . ., N]
swtchOn t,n + swtchOff t,n ≤ 1 (7) state t,n ∈ {0, 1} (8)
Eq. (4) sets the boundaries of the discrete time steps t to 1 and the scheduling horizon T. The binary variables swtchOn t,n and swtchOff t,n are state change variables of the heating device of BES n (Eqs. (5) and (6)). If heating device n is turned on at time interval t, the variable swtchOn t,n equals 1. The same holds for the variable swtchOff t,n , in case the heating device is switched off at t. The constraint in Eq. (7) restricts the event to be either switching on, switching off, or nothing.
The variable state t,n is the state variable of the heating device at BES n. It is assumed that a heating device can be either turned on or off and that there is no intermediate operation level. Hence, state t,n is a binary variable in this optimization problem (Eq. (8)).
This means that a heating device either operates at 100% of its possible electrical power consumption/generation in interval t or at 0%. The assumption is a compromise between the problem complexity of our simulation experiment and applicability to electro-thermal heating devices of residential buildings. The scheduling concept itself can also be used when multiple switching levels per device are available. The state change variables and state variable of the heating device have to fulfill the consistency relationship represented by the constraint in Eq. (9).
Furthermore, the thermal energy flow between heating device, storage, and the demand of a BES n have to be in balance (Eq. (10)). The thermal energy demand of a BES is always satisfied, either by taking electrical energy from the grid or by using thermal energy from the local storage. In Eq. (10), Q Dmnd t,n is the actual thermal energy demand of BES n within time step t. The derivativeQ Heater t,n provides the thermal power produced by the heating device of BES n in time step t, andQ Strg t,n represents the thermal power that flows into or out of the thermal storage of BES n in time step t.
Eq. (11) updates the stored energy by adding the energy that flows into or out of the thermal storage within a time step of length t to the value of the stored energy at the previous time step t − 1. Beyond satisfying the thermal demand of a BES, a thermal storage provides flexibility for heater scheduling that is exploited by the local as well as the global optimization problems of two-level scheduling. The state of charge of the thermal storage is constrained between minimal and maximal boundaries (Eq. (12)). Initial values for the state of charge as well as for the state of the heating device are pre-set.
Level 2: System level objective
Fluctuations in energy demand and generation are a major issue in the operation of the electrical power system. The exemplary SLO used in this work targets flattening such fluctuations. The load and generation flexibility offered by a cluster of electro-thermal heating devices is exploited here to minimize the Peak-to-Valley Distance (PTV) of a fluctuating energy curve. An energy curve is a vector of T discrete energy values representing the course of energy over time, where T is the scheduling horizon.
The chosen SLO has a strong contribution to the safe and stable operation of future power systems stressed by the intermittent power output of renewable energy sources. It attempts to ease the operation by flattening emerging power fluctuations. Eq. (13) formulates the SLO as an optimization problem. minimize PTV subject to (4), (8), (14), (15), and (16) (13)
The PTV is introduced as a measure for the flatness of the energy remainder. It is the difference between the maximum (peak) and the minimum (valley) of the energy remainder E Rem t as given in Eq. (14). The smaller the PTV, the better the energy fluctuations are flattened.
We introduce the concept of an energy remainder to assess the energy profile that results from the scheduling of heating devices in the cluster. The energy remainder E Rem t is defined as the sum of energy fluctuations E Fluct t and the accumulated electric energy profiles of all N heating devices (Eq. (15)). It depicts the remaining energy fluctuations after scheduling the heaters. The variable E Heater t,n is the electric energy consumption or generation of the heating device of BES n at time interval t and can be negative or positive. It is directly dependent on the schedule of the heating device. Hence, the schedules directly influence the fulfillment of the SLO.
According to Eq. (16), the fluctuating energy curve is composed of two major parts: The first one is the sum of the domestic electrical demand (excl. heating) E Domestic t,n and local PV generation E PV t,n over all BESs. The second part is the energy E RES,ext t generated by external renewable energy sources such as wind generation not being enclosed in the building cluster.
Level 2: Decentralized coordination with IDA
For a decentralized fulfillment of the SLO on level 2, we regard coordination among units -here the agents representing BESsas the key concept. Agents use the Iterative Desync Algorithm (IDA) to perform a coordinated selection of schedules serving best the SLO. IDA is a derivative of the Desync Coordination Algorithm introduced by Ogston, Zeman, Prokopenko, and James (2007) . It uses an ordered and directed circle as topology for the agent communication network. As an addition to the Desync Coordination Algorithm, IDA may iterate through the communication circle several times until a convergence criterion is fulfilled.
For the sake of simplicity, the agents are ordered randomly in the circle. Other orders, such as number of schedules or heater power, may yield different solutions but are not investigated in this paper for complexity reasons. Every agent in the circle has a successor and a predecessor while simultaneously being successor and predecessor of two other distinct agents.
All agents are initialized with a local heating energy profile of a vector of T zeros. Further, they all store a local version of the cluster's energy remainder (Eq. (15) ) that is also initialized as vector of T zeros. This local energy remainder is a local view on the remaining energy fluctuations in the cluster. A starting agent is chosen randomly and initializes its local energy remainder with the energy fluctuation curve of the cluster (Eq. (16)). Then, IDA works as follows (Fig. 4): 1 The agent updates the local energy remainder by subtracting its local heating energy profile from the local energy remainder. 2 The agent chooses its own best schedule for the SLO based on the local energy remainder. 3 The agent calculates its new local heating energy profile based on the chosen schedule. This profile is used to determine the new local energy remainder. 4 The agent forwards the new local energy remainder to its successor in the communication circle if the stop criterion is not fulfilled. The successor stores this energy remainder as its local energy remainder and continues with step 1.
The stop criterion for IDA in step 4 is fulfilled when the chosen schedule of each agent did not change for one iteration through the circle, i.e., when no better combination of schedules can be found based on the current selection. This is determined in a decentralized way through local evaluation of status information contained as flags in the messages. The benefits of IDA are its simplicity and decentralized characteristic. However, since IDA is a heuristic approach, it is not guaranteed that the optimal selection of schedules for the SLO is found. It is possible that the search terminates at a local PTV minimum of the energy remainder.
The part of the search space of schedule combinations that can potentially be investigated by IDA is influenced by the order of agents in the circle, the starting agent selected, and the individual sizes of the schedule pools, i.e., the flexibility that can be offered by the buildings. Experiments with a parallel version of IDA, where all agents start IDA at the same time and select the best combination found by any agent afterwards, have shown that the influence of the starting agent selection on the quality of the solution is rather small, whereas the messaging effort increases tremendously. For that reason, only one randomly chosen starting agent is considered in the investigations. The impact of schedule pool sizes is analyzed in Section 4. Other coordination strategies are conceivable, e.g., tree network based approaches, but are out of the scope of this work.
As one message is sent in a ring and the size of the message is independent of the number of agents, IDA has a good scalability potential for a large amount of participating agents. The amount of messages is expected to grow linearly with the number of agents. Further, more agents can lead to an enlarged search space for combinations of schedules and hence more possible combinations that need to be evaluated by IDA until it converges to a solution. Then, potentially more iterations through the circle would be required. However, this is strongly dependent on the schedule flexibility provided by agents (buildings) that participate in the coordination.
Assessment methodology
This section introduces the methodology used for performance assessment and proof of concept of the presented two-level scheduling approach. A co-simulation platform has been adapted for the simulation of BESs as well as agent-based control strategies in clusters. Further, a scenario of a cluster of BESs and adequate performance metrics for heating device scheduling are defined for a proof of concept. Our performance metrics enable the examination of the influence of local BES objectives and decentralized coordination on the satisfiability of a SLO in the defined scenario.
Simulation platform
Our simulations have been executed on the co-simulation platform MESCOS (Molitor, Gross, Zeitz, & Monti, 2014) . More specifically, the Entity Layer of MESCOS has been used for the simulation of physical BES models, whereas the System Control Layer has been replaced by a C++ implementation of a MAS based on RepastHPC (Collier & North, 2013) . The agents and the central schedulers use CPLEX from IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio 12.6 to solve the underlying optimization problems (IBM, 2015). 
Scenario
The simulation scenario used to analyze the performance of the introduced approach consists of a residential suburban cluster with 146 single family houses. These houses are connected to the low voltage grid (400 V, 3 phase) which is supplied by the medium voltage grid via a single transformer. The underlying electrical network has been identified by Kerber (2011) as typical distribution grid for suburban areas. The grid has a star topology with 10 feeders where the shortest feeder comprises 4 house connections and the longest 32. We choose a cluster of this size because we expect it to have great potential that can be exploited by the presented approach. Furthermore, this allows to study a self-contained part of the energy system with no loss of generality, and the simulation effort is kept in reasonable boundaries.
The 146 single family houses are modeled as BES according to Table 1 . Each of them is represented by an agent in the MAS. The applied weather data refers to the year 2012 in the region North Rhine-Westphalia in Germany. Every building comprises one of the three types of heating devices considered here: a gas boiler system as non-electro-thermal heating device, a CHP, or an air-to-water heat pump. All heating systems have been modeled in a monovalent way, meaning that the primary heating device is also the only heating device within the BES. Domestic hot water supply is not considered, the full heating power is assumed to be used for space heating.
Every heating system with electro-thermal heating device comprises a water tank as thermal storage in addition to the heating device. The size of the volume is doubled for heat pumps because they operate at lower temperatures. Furthermore, 45 BESs have a PV system mounted on the roof facing west. The 45 PV systems cover 20% of the electrical demand of the BES cluster without heating. The generation of CHPs and load of heat pumps are designed to compensate one another. Consequently, 20% renewable energy sources are considered in the scenario. No additional external RES generation is included to keep the scenario in meaningful bounds. The electrical demand of all residential appliances of a BES, except heater and PV, is represented by pre-calculated time series based on building type and local weather conditions (Molitor, Togawa, Bolte, & Monti, 2012) .
The fluctuating energy curve (Eq. (16)) is composed of the domestic electrical demand (excluding heating) of all BESs plus the accumulated PV energy production of all BESs. As explained above, no external renewable energy sources are considered in the scenario, i.e., E RES,ext t equals 0 for all t. The day-ahead scheduling of electro-thermal heating devices takes place in the quarter-hour before midnight. Every agent is granted 5 min to solve the local optimization problem on level 1 of the approach. As the coordination procedure on level 2 of the approach, i.e., delays arising from communication, have to be considered, 5 min seem a good compromise between the time to determine schedules and time reserved for coordination. The centralized benchmark approaches are granted 15 min to solve their optimization problem. Not the complete 24 h of a day are used to schedule the next day, as forecasts of relevant input parameters are potentially more accurate shortly before the next day starts.
Performance indicators
Performance indicators have to be compatible with the local optimization problems and SLO that are targeted. Hence, the performance indicators used in this paper might not work if other local optimization problems or a different SLO are chosen. For the analysis of our scheduling approach we apply the following three performance indicators:
Relative Peak-to-Valley Distance. The performance of our approach concerning the SLO is assessed through the Relative Peakto-Valley Distance (RPTV) (Eq. (17)).
The RPTV is the relation of the PTV of the energy remainder PTV Rem to the PTV of energy fluctuations PTV Fluct . Hence, the RPTV measures to what extent the PTV of the initial energy fluctuations are modified by heater scheduling and indicates how well the SLO is accomplished. The smaller the RPTV, the better the SLO is fulfilled. Clipped peaks and valleys. A clipped peak is the difference between maximal power value of fluctuations and remainder, while a clipped valley is the difference between minimal power value of fluctuations and remainder.
Absolute solution gap. In the local optimization problem (level 1), it is possible to set an absolute allowable gap to the optimal solution for schedules in the schedule pool. This option is offered by CPLEX and named AbsGap in this paper. The AbsGap has to be an integer and greater or equal zero. An AbsGap larger than zero means that the heating devices are allowed to shift their load/generation more flexible than in the optimal case. With the AbsGap the flexibility of heating devices can be influenced. It allows to control how precisely the local objective has to be fulfilled.
Benchmark scheduling approaches
We make use of two custom benchmark scheduling approaches, named Globo and LocoGlobo, to analyze the influence of local constraints and decentralized agent-based coordination on the fulfillment of the SLO. Table 2 provides an overview on our benchmark methodology.
Globo
Globo performs a central heater scheduling that considers the SLO and the physical constraints of the heating devices but no local objectives. A comparison to Globo reveals the impact of local objectives on the fulfillment of the SLO and the necessity of local objectives. It enables the analysis of the trade-off between local and global objectives and helps to improve the selection of either of minimize PTV subject to (4), (8), (10), (11), (12), (14), (15), and (16) 
The constraints (10-12) ensure that the physical constraints of all heating devices are satisfied.
LocoGlobo
By a comparison to LocoGlobo, the impact of decentralized agent-based coordination is analyzed. LocoGlobo considers local as well as global objectives, but computes the heating device schedules centrally. Thereby, the chosen agent coordination algorithm on level 2 of the scheduling approach can be adapted and improved. The formulation of the optimization problem is given in Eq. (19).
minimize PTV subject to (4), (8), (10), (11), (12), (14), (15), (16), and (20) 
In order to provide a fair comparison between two-level agentbased and LocoGlobo scheduling algorithms, the local objectives of the two-level decentralized algorithm are considered in LocoGlobo.
To represent the local objectives, first the local optimization problems according to Eq. (3) have to be solved for every BES. LocoGlobo considers the resulting individual objective values swtchSum opt n , i.e., the minimal number of switching events for the heating device of BES n, and the accepted AbsGap AbsGap n in constraint (20).
Simulation results
The scenario described in Section 3.2 has been simulated for March and July in 2012. March was chosen as a representative of spring with heating demand usually being medium to high, while July is a summer month with low heating demand. Months exhibiting different heating demands were chosen because we expect the impact of heating device scheduling to be strongly dependent on the heating demand of the involved BESs. Winter is excluded from our analysis because a high heating demand enforces the heaters to run almost permanently and allows for smaller flexibility in load/generation shifts. Furthermore, limited solar radiation reduces the fluctuations resulting from PV feed-in in winter.
First, the analysis focuses on the necessity of local objectives while the second part addresses the influence of local objectives and SLO on each other by comparing the results of the benchmark approaches Globo and LocoGlobo. Third, the impact of decentralized agent-based coordination is investigated by comparing IDA results with those of LocoGlobo, and finally the effect of the solution pool size on level 1 is discussed. All evaluations are based on the metrics defined in Section 3.3.
Necessity of local objectives
The histograms in Fig. 5 quantify the occurrences of the number of switching events in Globo (top) and LocoGlobo AbsGap 2 (middle). 2 In March, Globo produces schedules with 20 or more switching events per day in most cases. As schedules have 96 time slots, this means switching a heating device more than once per hour on average. This might have negative wear effects and decrease the level of efficiency of electro-thermal heating devices.
Switching events are reduced with LocoGlobo compared to Globo by the application of the local objective switching event minimization. This shows the necessity of local objectives for the sustainable operation of the devices. Also, the range of number of switching events is reduced by local objectives as can be seen from the reduced number of bars for LocoGlobo. While Globo ranges from a handful to 60 switching events per device, LocoGlobo ranges only between 2 and 7 switching events. The reduction of the range of number of switching events results from the consideration of local objectives in LocoGlobo and is further influenced by the AbsGap.
Switching events in March and July show different behavior. The histogram peaks for July are shifted to the left compared to those of March. This relates to the smaller thermal demand in summer, implying that heating devices are less needed and hence have to be switched on and off fewer times compared to times of large heating demand.
Impact of local objectives on the SLO
The average RPTV values for LocoGlobo and Globo are provided in Table 3 . Except for LocoGlobo AbsGap 0, both approaches show a better PTV reduction in March than in July. This results from the smaller thermal demand in summer, implying smaller heating device flexibility. Hence it is a reduction intrinsic to the system and not arising from Globo or LocoGlobo.
The difference in RPTV values of LocoGlobo AbsGap 0 and Globo reveals that the selection of locally optimal schedules leads to a severe degradation of performance concerning the SLO in both March and July. In March, the SLO is not fulfilled at all, as can be seen from the RPTV value greater than 1, while in July the PTV is only slightly reduced. This behavior is expected because the search space for a solution is reduced by local objectives restricting the number of possible combinations of schedules in LocoGlobo. Consequently, not only locally optimal schedules but also locally near optimal schedules for an AbsGap greater than 0 are taken into account. In March, the RPTV value of LocoGlobo AbsGap 1 reveals that it is possible to fulfill the SLO and reduce the PTV to 76.4% of its initial value, if only one more switching event per day is allowed. Due to the lower heating demand in July, the effect is not overly distinct in this month. Comparing the RPTV values of LocoGlobo AbsGap 1 and AbsGap 2 shows that a large performance increase for the SLO is possible if two additional switching events are allowed during one day. With AbsGap 2, the PTV is reduced to 31.3%, which makes a difference of 45.1% compared to AbsGap 1. Two more switching events are more effective than one because they allow to shift one additional load/generation block (turn on and turn off) in the course of one day. This is not possible with only one more switching event.
To be as close to the optimal local solution as possible and because the RPTV of LocoGlobo AbsGap 3 exhibits only a small difference compared to LocoGlobo AbsGap 2, we set the AbsGap to 2 for all following investigations. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of power peak and valley clippings achieved by heater scheduling in March, and Table 4 provides numerical results. Fluctuations are reduced by Globo and LocoGlobo, but as Globo's RPTV is smaller than the one of LocoGlobo the blue line outperforms the green one. This is also reflected by the numbers for peak and valley clipping in Table 4 . The clipped power peaks and valleys vary between 45.2 kW and 59.4 kW in March and 35.0 kW and 57.1 kW in July. Especially the clipped power valleys are considerably smaller in July than in March. This results from intensive PV production in summer, threatening the clipping of valleys. On the contrary, power peaks are reduced in the same range for March and July. Here, the CHPs in the cluster relax load peaks by shifting their generation to times where it is needed by the SLO. Also, the electrical domestic base load without heating is not as season dependent as PV. Furthermore, the peak and valley clipping numbers confirm that Globo outperforms LocoGlobo AbsGap 2 in terms of SLO accomplishment. However, the results differ not as much in quantity as the consideration of local objectives suggests. Instead, they prove that a strong end user involvement through local objectives is feasible without a strongly neglecting the SLO or considerable deviating from local optimal schedules.
Impact of agent-based coordination on the SLO
On level 2 of the scheduling approach presented in this work, agents coordinate to find a combination of schedules that fulfills the SLO. They do so by applying the coordination algorithm IDA. It can be concluded from Fig. 5 (bottom) that scheduling with IDA fulfills local objectives similar to LocoGlobo. The bars for IDA are in the same range as the ones of LocoGlobo AbsGap 2. Table 4 and the red line in Fig. 6 reveal that the power peak and valley clipping are less successful with IDA coordination compared to LocoGlobo. Especially the energy peak clipping in July is worse with IDA (Table 4) . Here and in all other cases, IDA stops coordination at local PTV minima of the energy remainder because of its heuristic characteristic. This disadvantage should be overcome by future research focusing on decentralized coordination strategies covering a larger part of the search space for schedule combinations. Also, a trade-off between the extension of search space and messaging effort has to be considered. IDA provides a first step in that direction and proves the usability of decentralized coordination for heating device scheduling with strong end user involvement. Fig. 7 shows the behavior of average RPTV values for IDA AbsGap 2 over an increasing size of local schedule pools. The schedule pool size of every agent can be limited by a CPLEX parameter called population limit (IBM, 2015) . CPLEX can add solutions solving the optimization problem in the range of the pre-set AbsGap into the solution pool as long as the size of the solution pool is smaller than the population limit. The optimization problem itself is not changed by this parameter. If there are not enough solutions to completely exhaust the solution pool size, the resulting solution pool is smaller accordingly. If only one schedule has been calculated in every local schedule pool, the coordination on level 2 becomes useless because it is determined in the first place which schedule the agents choose. In this case, the average RPTV is 1.93 for March and 1.34 for July, indicating that the fluctuations are worsened instead of flattened in both months. This shows the relevance of coordinated schedule selection: if the schedule of the heating device is set independently by every agent and no pools of schedules are available for coordination, the SLO cannot be accomplished.
Size of schedule pool in level 1
The results in Fig. 7 also reveal that heuristic agent-based coordination with IDA has a negative impact on the SLO accomplishment compared to LocoGlobo. However, the SLO accomplishment can be improved by increasing the schedule pool size, as the search space for combinations of schedules is increased. The average RPTV values for March and July converge to a minimal value respectively. In the given scenario, IDA can reduce the PTV to 67% of the PTV of energy fluctuations in July and to 43% in March for an allowed schedule pool size of 375. Though these results are 12% worse in March and 33% worse in July compared to LocoGlobo, they prove that decentralized agent-based coordination can be used to accomplish a SLO even under strong user involvement with local objectives.
Conclusion and outlook
This paper presents a novel heating device scheduling concept for clusters of BESs using a MAS architecture. A proof of concept is provided via simulation. The results show that the scheduling approach is capable of integrating local user objectives as well as a SLO. However, the performance concerning the SLO is negatively affected by (a) the presence of user-level objectives of BESs and (b) decentralized coordination. In fact, local objectives narrow the search space for an optimal system level solution and heuristic agent-based coordination is not optimal.
The presented scheduling approach requires no central control infrastructure. Every agent representing a BES fulfills a local objective at first and secondly contributes to the accomplishment of the SLO. Simulation results confirm that this approach is capable of accomplishing all objectives collaboratively. The elaboration of other agent coordination strategies based on the results obtained with IDA and the investigation of larger and more diverse scenarios are topics for future research on the presented approach. A survey of other local and system level objective functions can further analyze the trade-off between the two objective types.
